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Abstract
The on demand availability of resources in Cyber physical system (CPS) has emerged as a viable service providing
platform to improve the resource usability and reducing the infrastructure costs. Nevertheless, the development
recompenses can only be realized after avoiding security and privacy issues. A secure and reliable CPS can offer improved
efficiency, usability and reliability along with autonomy. To secure such systems, in 2018 Challa et al. (FGCS, DOI:
10.1016/j.future.2018.04.019, 2018) proposed a security system to extend an authenticated key agreement between
a user and a cloud server via trusted authority; as an application, they also customized their system to work with
autonomous smart meter and cloud sever. Challa et al. then claimed the security of their proposed scheme through
formal, informal and automated validations. However, this paper unveils the weaknesses of their scheme and shows that
their scheme cannot facilitate in forming a session key between the user/smart meter and the cloud server. Precisely, in
the presence of more than one registered users/smart meters, the latter in their scheme may never receive a response
message because of a critical design error. Moreover, their scheme lacks the untraceable anonymity and the lack of request
verification on cloud server side may also lead to replay and/or denial of services attack. The article then introduces an
improved and secure authentication system free of correctness issues, to facilitate a key agreement between user and cloud
server via trusted authority. As an application, the proposed system also works for smart meter and cloud server to reach
a key agreement. Based on the hardness assumption of Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffi-Hellman Problem (ECDDHP),
the formal Random oracle model proves the security of the proposed scheme. Moreover, the robustness of the scheme
is explained through informal analysis. The proposed system while providing all known security features has slightly
increased the computation and communication costs as compared with the scheme of Challa et al. The proposed scheme
completes a cycle of authentication by exchanging 2080 bits in just 13.4066 ms.
Keywords: Cyber Physical System, Authentication, Anonymity, Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Security, Smart Meter,
Authenticated Key Agreement, Incorrectness, Random Oracle Model
1. Introduction
The needs of modern society have been increasingly relying on variants of cyber-physical systems (CPS) and
internet of things based technologies. The wide emergence
of CPS and IoT-based systems has made possible the design and development of sophisticated CPS applications
which collect and communicate a tremendous amount of
real-time data towards servers. The CPS system is a networked system encompassing cyber (communication and
computing) as well as physical components (actuators and
sensors). The capability of computing and communication
is increasingly embedded into the entities and objects of
physical environment. Alternatively, the CPS systems have
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bridged the cyber world of computing and communication
with the physical world. The CPS has not only transformed the physical world around us but also the ways of
human interaction with the physical objects, since CPS
systems have become very integrated in our environment,
i.e., from nano-world to large scale wide area systems. It
has found extensive applications in our environment such
as medical devices and systems, transportation and intelligent highways, aerospace and defense systems, robotic
systems and factory automation, construction, hazardous
environment and control, smart devices with internet of
things, power and smart girds, etc. etc. However, as much
as this integration intensifies, the significance of security for
these systems also increases [6] and to implement CPS techFebruary 7, 2020
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nologies, the requirement to improve the system stability,
computational cost efficiency, flexibility and fault tolerance
must be fulfilled [1]. One of the promising paradigms, cloud
computing nearly fulfills all of these requisites. Other than
those stated requirements, the cloud computing provides
scalability, interactivity expansion as well as reduces the
complexity of the system. Also the cloud computing framework enables to boost the system’s uptime and security. In
smart grid technologies, the data grows dynamically [7];
the data centers in cloud computing framework may offer
resource scalability according to requirement. At the same
time, the real time computation is necessary to balance the
loads on time, and trigger appropriate alarms for preventing outage problems. In this manner, it greatly reduces the
infrastructure cost and ensures privacy, security, as well as
quality of service. However, as per [1] the cloud-oriented
services for CPS should be secure enough to ensure reliability, and must bear 1) Availability of the system to ensure
resistance to denial of service (DoS) attacks, 2) Confidentiality of the sensitive data like billing and power/resource
consumption and 3) Integrity from tempering, modification
or any sort of fabrication of data in smart grids or other
scenarios.

scheme is vulnerable to stolen smart card and replay threats
besides lacking password and biometric modification procedure. Next, Li et al. [25] presented a authenticated key
agreement scheme for cloud computing framework. Nevertheless, this scheme is prone to stolen smart card, replay
and privileged insider threats. Furthermore, Zhu and Liu
[26] introduced an authenticated key agreement protocol
based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). This scheme
achieved the property of mutual authentication and session
key establishment effectively; however this could not resist
privileged insider attack on the other hand. Chang and Le
[27] presented another authentication protocol for wireless
sensor networks utilizing two-factor authentication. This
scheme comprised two variants of the protocol, and both
failed to resist offline password-guessing attack as well as
session-specific temporary information attack, while one
of those may not resist session-key breach attack [28]. To
remedy the discussed flaws in [27], Das et al. [28] presented
a novel authentication protocol in wireless sensor networks
utilizing 3-factor authentication. Later, Amin et al. [29]
suggested another authenticated key agreement protocol
for distributed cloud computing framework having IoTsupported gadgets. However, the scheme may not resist
forgery attack and privileged insider attack. Al-Turjman
[32] conducted a survey on sensors of mobile phone with
its alternative design techniques to support scalable actions. In this study the author performed analysis on
the statistics for mobile phone and its context, and evaluated offline mobility detection applications against the
online applications. It also examines the femtocell communication networks in IoT infrastructure with respect
to energy consumption and efficiency along with other related parameters. The presented authentication solutions
in WSN might be helpful in IoT for cloud-based multiple
applications [34]. Al-Turjman et al. [34] designed an architecture titled as the seamless secure application and key
agreement (S-SAKA), which employed ECC and bilinear
pairing operations. This scheme warrants significant security features including user’s privacy, mutual session key
establishment, mutual authentication and confidentiality
of the data. Elgedawy and Al-Turjman [35] demonstrated
a seamless context sensitive and multi-modal identity provisioning framework (IdProF) with respect to latest mobile
sensors and devices. The IdProF mitigates the identity
compromise hazards, besides considering other resident’s
access, usage and behaviors. Chu et al. [36] designed a
wireless oriented device to device (D2D) communication
scheme in a hostile environment of malicious adversaries.
By employing the two formalizations of Stackelberg game
the authors infer that energy trading-based interactions
among the D2D and mobile cellular networks are more
significant in comparison with non-trading schemes.

1.1. Related Work
Humayed et al. [8] illustrated different security aspects
of CPS. They discussed many drawbacks including attacks
in contemporary schemes by laying focus on few security
requisites for smart grid, industrial systems, and smart
cars. Later Giraldo et al. [9] pointed some privacy and
security problems besides introducing a few defense mechanisms adopted in current CPS-based schemes. Ashibani
and Mahmoud [10] presented a thorough analysis on various security properties being implemented at different
levels of CPS architecture. Lee et al. [11] introduced
a cyber-security testbed with respect to IoT and CPS
to embed novel security models in industrial framework.
Later Vegh and Miclea [12, 13] employed steganography
to boost the CPS security. Thereafter, Choo et al. [14]
came up with further innovations and improvements in
security features of embedded CPS. Likewise, Hu et al. [15]
demonstrated different techniques for building robust CPS
systems. Rho et al. [16] presented several up-to-date implementations of different CPS technologies. Next, Socievole
et al. [17] evaluated the progress in CPS in relation to mobile networking-based CPS. Mehar et al. [18] highlighted
electric vehicular needs with respect to renewable energy
in transport sector. Mondal et al. [19] presented a mobile
smart grid-based energy trading algorithm designed on
game theory principles. Later, Misra et al. [20] and Kumar
et al. [22] demonstrated smart grid schemes to compute the
price on dynamic pricing strategy. However, these schemes
could only be applied in distributed cloud-based environment. Fang et al. [21] presented many smart gird-based
challenges related to cloud computing. Sun et al. [23]
designed an authentication protocol for mobile client-server
architecture; however, despite low computational cost this

1.2. Motivations and Contribution
Very recently, Challa et al. [1] proposed a CPS based
scheme to provide key agreement between 1)user and cloud
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Ui

p is a large prime number and 4x31 − 27x22 6= 0mod p. T A
then selects dT A as private and QT A = dT A .P as T A’s
public key along with two biometric related functions Gen(.)
and Rep(.) and a hash function h(.). Subsequently, T A
publishes {Ep (x1 , x2 ), P, QT A , h(.), Gen(.), Rep(.), t}.

Trusted Authority T A

Select IDi , di
Compute Qi = di .P
RIDi = h(di ||IDi )
{RIDi }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Compute Ri = h(RIDi ||dT A )
SCi ={Ri }

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Compute Gen(BIOi ) = (σi , τi )
∗
di = di ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi )
RP Wi = h(P Wi ||IDi ||σi ||di )
Ri∗ = h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di )
Insert in smart card:
d∗i , RP Wi , τi , t, h(.), Gen(.), Rep(.)
Replace Ri by Ri∗ in smart card

2.2. Smart Meter Pre-deployment phase
For registering a smart meter SMk , the T A selects IDk
as identity and dk ∈ Zp as private key of SMk . Then
T A computes SMk ’s public key Qk = dk .P along with
pseudo identity RIDk = (dk ||IDk ). Finally, T A stores
{IDk , dk , RIDk } in SMk ’s memory and {IDk , Qk , RIDk }
in verifier maintained by T A.

Figure 1: User Registration Phase in Challa et al.

server; and 2) smart meter and cloud server, both agremments are achieved by the help of intervening trusted authority. The security of their scheme was proved through
formal, informal and automated AVISPA. Defiantly, it is
to show in this paper that due to a critical design flaw,
their scheme cannot work in CPS/IoT based environments.
The scheme (if work) can only accommodate one user and
cannot facilitate the key agreement between user/smart
meter and a cloud server, if there are more than one users/smart meters registered with the system. Such type of
one user system are not required in real world scenarios,
where a smart grid may have hundreds or thousands of
users. Moreover, this paper also unveils that the scheme
of Challa et al. lacks untraceable anonymity and lack of
verification on cloud server side may encourage the replay
and/or denial of services attack. The article then introduces an improved and secure authentication system to
facilitate a key agreement between user and cloud server
via trusted authority. As an application, the proposed system also works for smart meter and cloud server to reach
a key agreement. The security of the proposed scheme is
discussed through formal and informal methods. The proposed system while providing all known security features
has slightly increased the computation and communication
costs as compared with the scheme of Challa et al. Rest of
the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , the review
of the scheme of Challa et al. is presented along with its’
weaknesses in Section 3 . The proposed improved scheme is
presented in Section 4 and the formal security analysis and
discussion of security features is shown in Section 5 . The
comparisons are made in Section 7 whereas, the conclusion
is solicited in Section 8.

2.3. Registration
Following subsections describe the registration of both
the Cloud Server and User:
2.4. Cloud Server Registration
The cloud server CS j , selects identity IDj alongwith and
dj ∈ Zp and Qk = dk .P as it’s respective public, private key
pair. CS j then computes pseudo identity RIDj = (dj ||IDj )
and sends RIDj to T A on secure channel. On reception,
T A stores {IDj , RIDj } in the verifier maintained by T A.
2.5. User Registration
To register with the system, Ui selects an identity IDi
and {di ∈ Zp∗ , Qi = di .P } as his private and public
key pair. Ui computes and sends RIDi = h(di ||IDi )
to T A. In response to received request, T A computes
Ri = h(RIDi ||dT A ), personalize a smart card SCi with
Ri and sends SCi back to Ui . The Ui on receiving SCi selects a password P Wi and computes Gen(BIOi ) = (σi , τi ),
d∗i = di ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi ), RP Wi = h(P Wi ||IDi ||σi ||di )
and Ri∗ = h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di ). Further, Ui Insert
{d∗i , RP Wi , τi , t, h(.), Gen(.), Rep(.)} in smart card and replaces Ri by Ri∗ in smart card. The summary of this phase
is also shown in Fig. 1.
2.6. Login Phase
Ui initiate login phase. Following steps are executed
between smartcard/reader and Ui :
Step LC 1: Ui insert SCi into reader and inputs the pait
{IDi , P Wi } and imprints his BIOi .

2. The Scheme of Challa et al.
This section briefly reviews the scheme proposed by
Challa et al. along with it’s application in smart meter
scenario. Following subsections describe all the phase in
detail, whereas; the employed notations in this article are
solicited in Table 1:

Step LC 2: In response to login request, SCi computes
σi = Rep(BIOi , τx ), di = d∗i ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi ),
RP Wi∗ = h(IDi ||P Wi ||σx ||di ). SCi aborts the session
in case RP Wi∗ 6= RP Wi . Otherwise, Ui login attempt
is successful and SCi selects α ∈ Zp∗ & Ti and computes
RIDi = h(di ||IDi ), Ri = Ri∗ ⊕ h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di ),
DIDj = IDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α||Ti ), α∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti ) and
Vi = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi ). Then SCi sends the
tuple {RIDi , DIDj , α∗ , Ti , Vi } to T A.

2.1. System Setup
For setup purposes, T A picks an elliptic curve Ep (x1 , x2 )
over Zp , and a point P ∈ Ep (x1 , x2 ) as base point, where
3

Notations
T A, CS j , SMk ,Ui
P Wi , SCi ,IDi , BIOi
IDj , IDj , t
σi , τi
Gen(..), Rep(..)
p, Zp , Ep
Tx , ∆T
h(.), ⊕, k, SKij

Ui
{RP Wi , d∗i , Gen(.), Rep(.), h(.), τx , t}
Step CLA-1:
Input IDi , P Wi and BIOi
Compute:σi = Rep(BIOi , τx )
di = d∗i ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi )
RP Wi∗ = h(IDi ||P Wi ||σx ||di )
Abort if RP Wi∗ 6= RP Wi
Select α ∈ Zp∗ & Ti
Compute: RIDi = h(di ||IDi )
Ri = Ri∗ ⊕ h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di )
DIDj = IDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α||Ti )
α∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti )
Vi = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi )
{RIDi ,DIDj ,α∗ ,Ti ,Vi }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Step CLA-4:
Check Tcur − Tj ≤ ∆T
h(RIDj ) = WCSj ⊕ h(IDj ||h(Ri )||Tj )
0
β = β ∗ ⊕ h(h(RIDj )||Tj )
0

0

skij = (αβ di ).Qj
0
0
∗
VCS
= h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β )
j
∗
Abort if VCS
=
6
V
CSj
j

Table 1: Notation Guide

Description
Trusted Authority, Cloud server, Smart Meter, User
Ui ’s password, smartcard, identity & Biometrics
Identities of of CS j , SMk , Error tolerance threshold
Secret biometric key, Biometric reproduction parameter
Generation and Reproduction functions for fuzzy generator
Large prime, Finite Prime Field, Elliptic curve Zp
Current time stamp of xth party, Max. allowable delay
Hash, XOR, Concatenation functions, Session key

TA
{Ri , RIDi , IDj , RIDj , Qj , dT A }

CS j
{idj , dj , RIDj }

Step CLA-2:
Check Tcur − Ti ≤ ∆T
Extract Ri as per RIDi
Compute: α = α∗ ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti )
0
0
IDj∗ = DIDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α ||Ti )
Vi∗ = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi )
Abort if Vi∗ 6= Vi
Extract RIDj as per IDj

Step CLA-3:
Check Tcur − TT A ≤ ∆T
Generate Tj
Select β ∈ Zp∗
Compute:

Generate TT A
0
Compute α∗∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri )
VT A = h(Ri ) ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A )

h(Ri ) = VT A ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A )
0
α = α∗∗ ⊕ h(Ri )
∗
β = β ⊕ h(h(RIDj )||Tj )

{VT A ,TT A ,α∗∗ }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

0

skij = (α βdj ).Qi
VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β)
WCSj = h(IDj ||h(Ri )||Tj ) ⊕ h(RIDj )

{VCSj ,WCSj ,Tj ,β ∗ }

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− skij = (αβdi ).Qj = (αβdi dj ).P = (αβdj ).Qi

Figure 2: The Scheme of Challa et al.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

timestamp Tcur −Tk ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes
beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the Tk is proved
as legal, T A extracts IDk corresponding to RIDk
0
and computes a = a∗ ⊕ h(IDk ||Tk ), IDj∗ = DIDj ⊕
0
h(IDk ||a ||Tk ) and Vk∗ = h(IDk ||a||Tk ||RIDk ). The
T A checks and aborts the session if Vk∗ 6= Vk . Otherwise, T A extract RIDj corresponding to IDj , gener0
ates TT A and then computes a∗∗ = a ⊕ h(IDk ) and
VT A = h(IDk ) ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A ). T A completes this
step by sending the tuple {VT A , TT A , a∗∗ } to CS j .

2.7. Authenticated Key Agreement
In Challa et al.’s method, this phase is further bifurcated
into following phases:
2.7.1. Authenticated Key Agreement
During this phase, Ui gets authenticated from T A and
shares a session key with CS j with the help of T A. Following steps are executed in this phase:
Step AC 1: In response to authentication request, T A
verifies the validity of Ti by comparing it with current
timestamp Tcur −Ti ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes
beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the Ti is proved as
legal, T A extracts Ri corresponding to RIDi and com0
0
putes α = α∗ ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti ), IDj∗ = DIDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α ||Ti )
and Vi∗ = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi ). The T A checks
and aborts the session if Vi∗ 6= Vi . Otherwise, T A
extract RIDj corresponding to IDj , generates TT A
0
and then computes α∗∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri ) and VT A =
h(Ri ) ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A ). T A completes this step by
sending the tuple {VT A , TT A , α∗∗ } to CS j .

Step MAC 3: In response to the message by T A, CS j
verifies the validity of TT A by comparing it with current timestamp Tcur − TT A ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case,
the TT A is proved as legal, CS j generates Tj , selects
b ∈ Zp∗ and computes h(IDk ) = VT A ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A ),
0
a = a∗∗ ⊕ h(IDk ), b∗ = b ⊕ h(h(RIDj )||Tj ), skij =
0
(a bdj ).Qk , VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||b) and WCSj =
h(IDj ||h(IDk )||Tj ) ⊕ h(RIDj ). CS j completes this
step by sending the tuple {VCSj , WCSj , Tj , b∗ } to
SMk .

Step AC 2: In response to the message by T A, CS j verifies the validity of TT A by comparing it with current timestamp Tcur − TT A ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case,
the TT A is proved as legal, CS j generates Tj , selects
β ∈ Zp∗ and computes h(Ri ) = VT A ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A ),
0
α = α∗∗ ⊕ h(Ri ), β ∗ = β ⊕ h(h(RIDj )||Tj ), skij =
0
(α βdj ).Qi , VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β) and WCSj =
h(IDj ||h(Ri )||Tj )⊕h(RIDj ). CS j completes this step
by sending the tuple {VCSj , WCSj , Tj , β ∗ } to Ui .

Step MAC 4: After receiving the reply message from CS j ,
SMk , verifies the validity of Tj by comparing it with
current timestamp Tcur − Tj ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case,
the Tj is proved as legal, SMk computes h(RIDj ) =
0
WCSj ⊕h(IDj ||h(IDk )||Tj ), b = b∗ ⊕h(h(RIDj )||Tj ),
0
0
0
0
∗
skij = (ab dk ).Qj and VCS
= h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||b ).
j
∗
The SMk checks and aborts the session if VCS
6=
j
VCSj . Otherwise, SMk consider authentication request successful and keep skij as session key for secure
communication between SMk and CS j .

Step AC 3: After receiving the reply message from CS j ,
Ui , verifies the validity of Tj by comparing it with
current timestamp Tcur − Tj ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case,
the Tj is proved as legal, Ui computes h(RIDj ) =
0
WCSj ⊕ h(IDj ||h(Ri )||Tj ), β = β ∗ ⊕ h(h(RIDj )||Tj ),
0
0
0
0
∗
skij = (αβ di ).Qj and VCS
= h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β ).
j
∗
The Ui checks and aborts the session if VCS
6= VCSj .
j
Otherwise Ui consider authentication request successful and keep skij as session key for secure communication between Ui and CS j .

3. Weaknesses of the Scheme of Challa et al.
This section presents some weaknesses of the scheme of
Challa et al. Following subsections show that the scheme
proposed in [1] is having correctness issues and does not
provide anonymity. Any attacker can trace a user by just
listening and recording the public channel. Moreover, cloud
sever do not verify the validity/legality of any request; so,
every request will be processed and a key will be formed
with counterpart user. Although, the Attacker will not be
able to form the key because it requires the private key
of the impersonated user, but this attack may force the
cloud server to process the request. A large number of such
requests may lead to Denial of Services.

2.7.2. Smart Meter Authentication Phase
During this phase, SMk gets authenticated and shares a
session key with CS j with the help of T A. Following steps
are executed in this phase:
Step MAC 1: SMk selects a ∈ Zp∗ & Ta and computes
DIDj = IDj ⊕ h(IDk ||a||Tk ), a∗ = a ⊕ h(IDk ||Tk )
and Vk = h(IDj ||a||Tk ||RIDk ). Then SMk sends the
tuple {RIDk , DIDj , a∗ , Tk , Vk } to T A.

3.1. Incorrectness
The authentication phase of Challa et al.’s scheme cannot
complete normally, and the cloud server and user may not
be able to share any key at all. The user in Challa et
al. scheme after directing authentication message to cloud
server via trusted authority, may never receive a response

Step MAC 2: In response to the received request, T A verifies the validity of Tk by comparing it with current
5

and the cloud server may never generate a session key.
Hence, the scheme works in total absence of authentication
and key agreement. The case of incorrectness is illustrated
as follows:

3.2. Lack of un-traceable Anonymity
Anonymity encompasses identity hiding as well as untraceability, the former ensures that the identity of the
communicating user remains secret on public chennel and
the latter implies that by just listening the communication channel, the adversary cannot ensure whether or not
different sessions are initiated by a single user. The user
AKA scheme and it’s application in smart meter scenario,
proposed by Challa et al. ensure the identity (IDi ) hiding; whereas, the same pseudo identity RIDi is sent for
all subsequent sessions. Therefore, an adversary just by
listening the public channel can accurately estimate by
just passively recording RIDi , that the requesting user is
same or not; likewise, the adversary can trace the request
frequency by a particular user and so on. Therefore, Challa
el al.’s scheme and it’s application in smart meter scenario
both lack proper anonymity.

1. Ui initiates a login request by entering password, identity and biometric, the smartcard SCi computes and
sends {RIDi , DIDi , α∗ , Ti , Vi } to T A.
2. Upon receiving the request, T A after formal verification of timestamp freshness and legality of user,
computes and sends {VT A , TT A , α∗∗ } to CS j .
3. CS j receives the request message and verifies the
freshness of timestamp TT A . CS j generates/selects
Tj , β ∈ Zp∗ and computes:
h(Ri ) = VT A ⊕ h(RIDj ||TT A )
0

α =α

(1)

⊕ h(Ri )

(2)

3.3. Lack of Request Verification on Cloud Server

β = β ⊕ h(h(RIDj )||Tj )

(3)

Upon receiving the Ui ’s request message {VT A , TT A , α∗∗ }
from T A, CS j verifies the freshness of TT A and on successful verification proceeds with the request. CS j does not
verify any other parameter. The adversary can create a
fabricated message by just generating current timestamp
TA and randomly selecting {V T A and α∗∗ }. The fabricated
message {V T A , TA , α∗∗ } may be sent to CS j . Upon reception of fabricated message, CS j will verify the freshness of
TA , as it is freshly generated, so will pass the verification.
CS j will then compute other parameters without checking
the legality/validity and sends reply message to Ui . Although, the adversary may not be able to compute session
key as it requires private key (di ) of Ui but against each
fabricated message, CS j may complete whole procedure. A
large number of such requests may also lead to denial of
services from cloud server. Similarly, the attacker can just
replace the time stamp and replay an old message. The
same problem lack of request verification on Cloud server
side also exist in smart meter application of Challa et al.’s
scheme.

∗∗

∗

0

4. After computing h(Ri ), α , β ∗ , the CS j computes the
session key:
0

skij = (α βdj ).Qi

(4)

The computation of session key in Eq. 4, requires
the public key Qi of Ui . However, CS j does not
know identity of the requesting user. The message
({VT A , TT A , α∗∗ }) sent by T A does not reveal any information about the requesting user. CS j process the
whole request with unknown user. Moreover, T A does
not send anyother information about the public key;
so, using the public key of the user to compute session
key as in Eq. 4 is out of question. Furthermore, CS j
sends reply message {VCSj , WCSj , Tj , β ∗ } to Ui . Similar to above analogy, CS j does not know to whom it
has to send the reply message. Moreover, CS j has no
established connection with Ui . Therefore, CS j cannot
send any message directly to Ui .

4. Proposed Scheme

The scheme of Challa et al. can complete normally and
can accomplish authentication as well as establishment
of key between Ui and CS j via T A in case if the system
has one and only one registered user. Such single user
systems are not desirable in real world scenarios. The same
incorrectness is translated in the application of the scheme
of Challa et al. to facilitate key agreement between a smart
meter and cloud server. The smart meter application of
Challa et al. can only work with a single meter, which is not
desirable in any scenario rather the real world systems are
always having a number of smart meters connected to cloud
server for gaining electricity access. Therefore, Challa et
al.’s scheme and it’s application for facilitating smart meter
authentication are incorrect and this incorrectness results
into total incompatibility with real world deployments.

In this section, we explain the proposed AKA scheme for
CPS. The scheme is designed after carefully analyzing the
design flaws of Challa et al.’s scheme. The shifting of tradeoff between security and efficiency towards computation
and communication efficiencies led to the incorrectness of
the scheme. Furthermore, the lack of untraceability and
lack of cloud server side verification is also a result of this
shift. The proposed scheme is designed as an effort to
provide a better tradeoff between the two. The proposed
scheme works by modifying some step in user and smart
meter authentication phases of Challa et al.’s scheme. The
system setup, and registration phases are taken as it is
from Challa et al.’s scheme. Following subsections explain
the proposed scheme, which is also summarized in Fig. 3:
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Ui
{RP Wi , d∗i , Gen(.), Rep(.), h(.), τx , t}
Step PLA-1:
Input IDi , P Wi and BIOi
Compute:σi = Rep(BIOi , τx )
di = d∗i ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi )
RP Wi∗ = h(IDi ||P Wi ||σx ||di )
Abort if RP Wi∗ 6= RP Wi
Select α, γ ∈ Zp∗ & Ti
Xi = γ.P , Yi = γ.QT A
Compute: RIDi = h(di ||IDi )
RIDi = Yi ⊕ RIDi
Ri = Ri∗ ⊕ h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di )
DIDj = IDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α||Ti )
α∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti )
Vi = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi )
{RID i ,DIDj ,α∗ ,Ti ,Vi ,Xi }

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

TA
{RIDi , IDj , RIDj , dT A }

CS j
{IDj , dj , RIDj }

Step PLA-2:
Check Tcur − Ti ≤ ∆T
RIDi = RIDi ⊕ dT A .Xi
Compute: Ri = h(dT A ||RIDi )
α = α∗ ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti )
0
0
IDj∗ = DIDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α ||Ti )
Vi∗ = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi )
Abort if Vi∗ 6= Vi
Extract RIDj as per IDj
Generate TT A

Step PLA-3:
Check Tcur − TT A ≤ ∆T
0
(RIDi ||TT A ||α||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )) = DRj (YT A )
0
Abort if TT A 6= TT A
0
VT A = h(RIDj ||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )||TT A ||α)

Rj = h(IDj ||dT A )
YT A = ERj (RIDi ||TT A ||α||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi ))
VT A = h(RIDj ||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )||TT A ||α)

Abort if VT A 6= VT A
Select Tj , β ∈ Zp∗
β ∗ = β ⊕ h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )

0

{YT A ,VT A ,TT A ,RIDj }

0

skij = (α βdj ).Qi
VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Step PLA-4:
Check Tcur − Tj ≤ ∆T

{VCSj ,Tj ,β ∗ }

0

β = β ∗ ⊕ h(Ri ||Yi )
0
0
skij = (αβ di ).Qj
0
0
∗
VCS
=
h(sk
ij ||IDj ||Tj ||β )
j
∗
Abort if VCS
=
6
V
CSj
j

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− skij = (αβdi ).Qj = (αβdi dj ).P = (αβdj ).Qi

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Figure 3: Proposed Scheme

Step AP 1: In response to authentication request, T A
verifies the validity of Ti by comparing it with current
timestamp Tcur −Ti ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes
beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the Ti is proved as
legal, T A computes:

4.1. Login Phase
Ui initiate login phase. Following steps are executed
between smartcard/reader and Ui :
Step LP 1: Ui insert SCi into reader and inputs the pait
{IDi , P Wi } and imprints his BIOi .
Step LP 2: In response to login request, SCi computes
σi = Rep(BIOi , τx ), di = d∗i ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi ),
RP Wi∗ = h(IDi ||P Wi ||σx ||di ). SCi aborts the session in case RP Wi∗ 6= RP Wi . Otherwise, Ui ’s login
attempt is successful and SCi selects α, γ ∈ Zp∗ & Ti
and computes:

RIDi = RIDi ⊕ dT A .Xi
Ri = h(dT A ||RIDi )
α = α∗ ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti )
0

0

IDj∗ = DIDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α ||Ti )
Vi∗ = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi )

Xi = γ.P
Yi = γ.QT A

The T A checks and aborts the session if Vi∗ 6= Vi .
Otherwise T A extract RIDj corresponding to IDj ,
generates TT A and then computes:

RIDi = h(di ||IDi )
RIDi = Yi ⊕ RIDi
Ri = Ri∗ ⊕ h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di )

Rj = h(IDj ||dT A )

DIDj = IDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α||Ti )

YT A = ERj (RIDi ||TT A ||α||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi ))

α∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti )

VT A = h(RIDj ||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )||TT A ||α)

Vi = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi )
tuple

T A completes this step by sending the tuple
{YT A , VT A , TT A , RIDj } to CS j .

4.2. Authenticated Key Agreement
In proposed scheme two separate AKA phases are defined
for two entities (i.e User and Smart Meter), explained as
follows:

Step AP 2: In response to the message by T A, CS j verifies the validity of TT A by comparing it with current
timestamp Tcur − TT A ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it
goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the TT A is
proved as legal, CS j computes:

Then
SCi
sends
the
{RIDi , DIDj , α∗ , Ti , Vi , Xi } to T A.

4.2.1. Authenticated Key Agreement
During this phase, Ui gets authenticated from T A and
shares a session key with CS j with the help of T A. Following steps are executed in this phase:

0

(RIDi ||TT A ||α||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )) = DRj (YT A )
0

VT A = h(RIDj ||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )||TT A ||α)
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0

CS j abort the session if TT A 6= TT A and/or VT A 6=
0
VT A and in case of success, CS j selects β ∈ Zp∗ and
computes :

current timestamp Tcur − TT A ≤ ∆T , aborts the
session if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In
case, the TT A is proved as legal, CS j computes
0
0
(RIDk ||TT A ||a||dT A .Xk ) = DRj (YT A ) and VT A =
h(RIDj ||dT A .Xk ||TT A ||a) . CS j abort the session
0
0
if TT A 6= TT A and/or VT A 6= VT A and in case
of success, CS j selects b ∈ Zp∗ and computes
0
b∗ = b ⊕ dT A .Xk , skij = (a bdj ).Qk and VCSj =
h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||b). CS j completes this step by sending the tuple {VCSj , Tj , b∗ } to SMk .

β ∗ = β ⊕ h(Ri ||Yi )
0

skij = (α βdj ).Qi
VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β)
CS j completes this step by sending the tuple
{VCSj , Tj , β ∗ } to Ui .

Step PMA 4: After receiving the reply message from CS j ,
SMk , verifies the validity of Tj by comparing it with
current timestamp Tcur − Tj ≤ ∆T , aborts the session
if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the Tj is
0
0
proved as legal, SMk computes b = b∗ ⊕ Yk , skij =
0
0
(ab dj ).Qk and VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||b ). The SMk
∗
checks and aborts the session if VCSj 6= VCSj . Otherwise, SMk consider authentication request successful
and keep skij as session key for secure communication
between SMk and CS j .

Step AP 3: After receiving the reply message from CS j ,
Ui , verifies the validity of Tj by comparing it with
current timestamp Tcur − Tj ≤ ∆T , aborts the session
if it goes beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the Tj is
proved as legal, Ui computes:
0

β = β ∗ ⊕ h(Ri )||dT A .Xi )
0

0

skij = (αβ dj ).Qi
0

VCSj = h(skij ||IDj ||Tj ||β )

5. Security Analysis
This section solicits the formal security analysis as well as
a discussion on attack resilience of the proposed scheme for
various attacks. Following subsections provide the detail
analysis:

∗
The Ui checks and aborts the session if VCS
6= VCSj .
j
Otherwise, Ui consider authentication request successful and keep skij as session key for secure communication between Ui and CS j .

5.1. Formal Security
This section deals with the utilization of universally recommended Real or Random (ROR) model [41] for analysis
of formal security of the proposed scheme. Several formal
security models and assumptions of given proves are used
to implant these analysis. The session key security (SK
security) during user login and key agreement phases are
proposed by theorem 3.
The instances are supplemented by the ROR model.
The participants (1) a User Ui , (2) the T A and (3) a cloud
server CS j are used during the user login, key agreement
and authentication phases.

4.2.2. Smart Meter Authentication Phase
During this phase, SMk gets authenticated and shares a
session key with CS j with the help of T A. Following steps
are executed in this phase:
Step PMA 1: SMk selects a, c ∈ Zp∗ & Tk and computes
Xk = c.P , Yk = c.QT A , RIDk = h(dk ||IDk ), RIDk =
Yk ⊕ RIDk , DIDj = IDj ⊕ h(IDk ||a||Tk ), a∗ = a ⊕
h(Yk ||Tk ) and Vk = h(IDj ||Yk ||a||Tk ||RIDk ). Then
SMk sends the tuple {RIDi , DIDj , a∗ , Tk , Vk , Xk }
to T A.
Step PMA 2: In response to the received request, T A verifies the validity of Tk by comparing it with current
timestamp Tcur −Tk ≤ ∆T , aborts the session if it goes
beyond the threshold ∆T . In case, the Tk is proved
as legal, T A computes RIDk = RIDk ⊕ dT A .Xk ,
0
0
a = a∗ ⊕h(dT A .Xk ||Tk ), IDj∗ = DIDj ⊕h(IDk ||a ||Tk )
and Vk∗ = h(IDj ||dT A .Xk ||a||Tk ||RIDk ). The T A
checks and aborts the session if Vk∗ 6= Vk . Otherwise, T A extract RIDj corresponding to IDj , generates TT A and then computes Rj = h(IDj ||dT A ),
YT A = ERj (RIDk ||TT A ||a||dT A .Xk ) and VT A =
h(RIDj ||dT A .Xk ||TT A ||a). T A completes this step
by sending the tuple {YT A , VT A , TT A , RIDj } to CS j .

Participants Let ΠaT A , ΠbUi ,ΠcCSj specify the attribute
c, b, a of T A,Ui and CS j , particularly. They are specified
as oracles.
Accept state. The transit of Πb into an accept state is
dependent upon receiving the last protocol accepted message. The session identification (SID) of Πb comprises of the
ordered concentration of all communicated messages by Πb .
Partnering. Two instances Uib and CSjc if the consecutive three condition are fulfilled contemporary then it is
said to be partnered:(1) both Uib and CSjc are in accepted
state; (2) both Uib and CSjc mutually valid each other and
communicate the same sid; and (3) Uib and CSjc are the

Step PMA 3: In response to the message by T A, CS j
verifies the validity of TT A by comparing it with
8

corresponds partners.

Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE) scheme the breaking of SK and advantage of AdvpAKE , where P is defined by

Freshness. An attribute Πb is in good state, if the
session key skij is not leaked to an opponent A through
the show (Πb ) problems.

AdvpAKE = |2.Pr [Succ] − 1|

Adversary. Under the ROR model, All the communication in this network than A will have the full the full
controlled. So that, A can read, change and fabricate or
injected the transferred messages. although, A will have
the following problems:

(5)

6. Random Oracle
The access to collision resistant one way cryptographic
hash h(.) is allowed to all participants and A. The
modeling of h(.) is done as random oracle H.
Theorem 3: Here A is letted to be an adversary that
is run in an polynomial state of time b against a proposed
scheme P in ROR model, D is taken as the uniformly
distributed password dictionary and l is considered to
be the number of bits in bio-metrics key sigmai. At that
point thee upside of breaking the skij security of the
proposed plot during client login, and confirmation and
key understanding stages is given by:

• Execute (Πb , Πa ): A execute this hypothesis so as to
get the message traded between two number. If display a
listing stealthily attacks.
• Send (Πb , mesg): A makes this hypothesis for
communicating something specific express MSG to a
member case, say Πb and furthermore for accepting a
reaction message. It demonstrate a functioning assault
• Reveal (Πb ): This hypothesis uncovers the present
session key skij produced by Πb (and its accomplice) to
and misfortune A.

AdvPAKE ≤

qh2
qSend
+
+ 2Adv ECDDHP (b) (6)
|Hash| 2l−1 .|D|

• Corruptsmartcard(ΠbUj ): It demonstrate the keen
card lost assault, and it separates all the data away in SCi
of legal user Ui .

Where qh , qsends , |Hash|, |D| and Adv ECDDHP (b) are
the number of H queries, sends queries, the range space
of h(.), size of D and advantage of ECDDHP respectively.

• CorruptsmartMeter(ΠbSM K ): The condition of
long term secret key revel to A is modeled by this query.
CorruptSmartMeter and CorruptSmartCard queries both
are linked to a weak-corruption model where ephermal
secrets and internal data of the participants is never
corrupted.

Proof: Five different games Gamein (in = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)
are considered in our security proof. For example we
consider a situation where Succi is an event that is open to
A and it can guess the bit c in Gamein and win it. Game0
reflects the real attack on P and game end with Game4
leaving A with minor advantage of breaking SK security
of proposed scheme.

• Test(Πb ): The semantic security of the session key
skij is modeled by this query between Ui and CSj. The
value of coin C is first flipped towards the beginning of
the investigation and its worth is just known to A. The
bit worth is just known to A. The bit worth c (either 0
or 1) known to A. The bit worth c (either 0 or 1) further
used to choose the yeild of the test question in the wake of
executing the inquiry by A. In the event that the setup
skij is new, and return skij when c=1 or an irregular
number in a similar area when c=0 else it restores an
invalid worth.

Game0 : By launching a real attack on p at the start of
this game at start time. First of all we select the bit c
AdvPAKE = |2.Pr [Succ0 ] − 1|

(7)

Game1 : For simulating eavesdropping attack Game0 is
modified to Game1 ”. Game1 begins with querying the
function Execute(Πt , Πu ) query by A. A session key skij
is received by Test query from A to check if it is a random
value or actual value. The CSj computes the session skij .
As skij = (αβdj ).Qi . skij also evaluates the same session
key skij = (αβdi ).Qj . The secrets α, β , the private key
dj of Ui and the private key dj of CSj are necessary to
evaluate the session key. Therefore, the probability of
A winning Game1 is not improved by eavesdropping.
Resultant Game0 and Game1 are essentially equivalent,
therefore

• Semantic security of the session key
In ROR model it is essential that A requirements
to recognize a attribute’s genuine session key and an
random number. A few test question can be questioned
by A to either ΠbUi or ΠcCSj towards the end, A profits
0

a speculated bit c and can be denominated, he match
0
when the condition c == c is met. Let succ mean
an occasion that A can dominate the match. In our

P r[Succ1] = P r[Succ0]
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(8)

Game2 : Game1 helped in the transformation of Game2 .
H and Send are sent by A in this game. By submitting a
forged message, A will deliberately target a participant.
The secrets IDj , RIDj , di and dj are required by A, to
generate a authentic message {RIDi , DIDj , α∗ , Ti , Vi , Xi },
{YT A , VT A , TT A , RIDj and {V CSj , Tj , β ∗ }. These values
are embedded in the values of hash. Additionally, no
collision will occur in message digests(hash outputs) due
to random numbers α and β, and current timestamps Ti ,
TT A and Tj . Birthday paradox results ensure that:

Now, equation 6 and 7 proceeded and find the results:

1
q2 h
qsends
|P r[Succ1] − |≤
+
+ Adv ECDDHP (b)
2
2.|Hash| 2l .|D|
(15)
After that, equation 7 and 9 produces results as follows
AdvPAKE ≤

Remark1: According to the similarity of theorem 3,
It is cleared that in the stolen of the SK-security of the
proposed protocol their is an advantage of an adversary
amid the key agreement phase and authentication of the
smart meter is

q2 h
(9)
P r[Succ1] − P r[Succ2]|≤
2.|Hash|
Game3 : A makes the CorruptSamrtCard query in this
game. A may conjecture the correct smartcard SCi password P Wi of Ui from extracted details, using the password
dictionary attack. The proposed scheme uses a fuzzy
extractor which allows almost l nearly random bits for the
biometric key σi . The probability of guessing the biometric
key σi ∈ 0, 1 by A is approximately 1/2l . As, the number
of permitted incorrect password entries is limited. We have,
qsend
|P r[Succ2] − P r[Succ3]|≤ l
2 .|D|

AdvPAKE ≤

(10)

6.1.2. Privileged insider attack
An adversary, being an insider, having privileged access
to the resources of T A may access registration request
parameters such as RIDi during registration phase. At
the same time if the former is also assumed to steal the
contents of smart card using power analysis attack. Even
then, it may not initiate any kind of privileged insider
attack such as password guessing or identity tracing. For
this guessing, the adversary will need access to private
key di as well as biometric key σi . Hence, our scheme is
resistant to privileged insider attack.

(11)

Eventually, A does not know the bit c as both Ui and
CSJ generate the session keys independent and randomly.
1
2
By solving equation 1, 2 and 6 we get

(17)

6.1.1. Anonymity & Privacy
Our scheme, in contrary to Challa’s scheme, complies
with the notion of maintaining anonymity or user’s privacy
which is one of the critical security requirement of smart
grid-based AKA schemes. In Challa’s scheme, the user
submits RIDi in each session towards T A. In our scheme,
we computed RIDi = Yi ⊕ RIDi and submitted RIDi
to T A instead of submitting RIDi directly over a public
channel. In this manner, the adversary may not be able to
distinguish a user among different sessions of the protocol.

0

P r[Succ4] =

q2 h
2.|Hash| + 2Adv ECDDHP (b)
+

6.1. Security Discussion

Game4 : The real session key SKij (= SKij ) is retrieved
by A, by eavesdropping in the final game. It is necessary
to have secret information α, β , the private key di of
Ui and the private key dj of CSj to evaluate the session
key. In order to get (di dj ).P , it is hard to compute A,
given equations Qi = di .P and Qj = dj .P because of the
difficulty in solving ECDDHP. Due to that, to derive the
session key SKij = (αβdi ).Qj = (αβdi dj ).P = (αβdj ).Qi .
it is a hard task for A. Therefore we have

|P r[Succ3] − P r[Succ4]|≤ Adv ECDDHP (b)

q2 h
qsends
+ 2Adv ECDDHP (b) (16)
+ l1
2.|Hash| 2 .|D|

(12)

6.1.3. User impersonation attack
An attacker may attempt to impersonate as a user by constructing an authentication request by eavesdropping the
original login request {RIDi , DIDj , α∗ , Ti , Vi , Xi } as submitted towards T A. However, after generating a new ran0
0
dom integer α and current time stamp Ti , the parameters
Vi∗ = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi ), DIDj∗ = IDj ⊕h(Ri ||α||Ti )
cannot be constructed by the adversary until it has access to
Ri . Likewise, to compute Ri = h(dT A ||RIDi ), it requires
dT A , the private key of T A. Similarly, the adversary needs
biometric key factor σi to compute Ri from Ri∗ . Hence, it

1
1
1
(13)
.AdvPAKE = P r[Succ0] − |P r[Succ1] − |
2
2
2
Using triangular equality solve equations 3 and 7 we btain
|P r[Succ1] − P r[Succ4]|≤ |P r[Succ1] − P r[Succ2]|+
|P r[Succ2] − P r[Succ4]|≤ |P r[Succ1] − P r[Succ2]|+
|P r[Succ2] − P r[Succ3]|+|P r[Succ3] − P r[Succ4]|≤
q2 h
qsends
+
+ Adv ECDDHP (b)
2.|Hash| 2l .|D|
(14)
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is computational infeasible to recover or compute all these
required parameters in polynomial amount of time. Thus
our scheme is resistant to user impersonation attack.

6.1.8. Denial of service attack
Our scheme is resistant of denial of service attack, in
case of any wrong input such as IDi or P Wi into the smart
card by user during login phase. This scheme does not
permit the smart card to initiate a login request towards
CS j until the user’s input parameters are authenticated
with the equality check, i.e. RP Wi∗ 6= RP Wi . Thus, our
scheme is immune to denial of service attack.

6.1.4. Cloud server impersonation attack
An adversary may attempt to impersonate as a CS j
to user by making attempts to reconstruct the message
{VCSj , Tj , β ∗ }. However, it may not be able to compute
this message since it does not have dj (private key) which is
only possessed by CS j . Hence, even after eavesdropping the
contents on open channel, it will be a hard computational
problem to reconstruct the same message {VCSj , Tj , β ∗ }
with an up-to-date random integer β. Hence, the proposed
scheme is free from CS j impersonation attack.

6.1.9. Replay attack
In case, the adversary intercepts the messages on public
channel and replays towards the intended participants with
malicious intent, the former will not be able to initiate this
kind of replay attacks due to the time stamp verification at
every member’s end. It is ensured that the time threshold
for timestamps verification should be sufficiently small to
legitimately foil this attack. Hence, our scheme is free of
replay attack.

6.1.5. Smart meter impersonation attack
Upon eavesdropping previous SM k requests, an attacker may attempt to impersonate as a smart meter by constructing a valid authentication request
{RIDk , DIDj , a∗ , Tk , Vk , Xk } and submitting towards T A.
However, to compute a genuine authentication request the
attacker needs both identities IDk as well as IDj , as well as
private key dk of the smart meter and without {IDk , dk },
SM k cannot construct a valid request due to hardness
problem. Moreover, the adversary has to compute VCSj
and skij on reception of reply message and both these also
require the values of pair {IDk , dk } for their computation.
Hence, proposed scheme provides immunity to smart meter
for any possible smart meter impersonation attack.

6.1.10. Man in the middle attack
In case, an adversary intercepts the login request
{RIDi , DIDj , α∗ , Ti , Vi , Xi }, it may attempt to modify
this message to act as a middle man for attaining its malicious objectives. If it generates a fresh timestamp Ta∗ ,
and attempts to reconstruct Vi∗ = h(IDj ||Ri ||α||Ti ||RIDi ),
DIDj∗ = IDj ⊕ h(Ri ||α||Ti ) and α∗∗ = α ⊕ h(Ri ||Ti ) parameters, it will not be able to construct above mentioned
parameters Vi∗ , DIDj∗ , and α∗∗ , since it has no access to
Ri parameter. Hence, the attacker can never act as an
intermediary into this protocol, and for this our scheme
can resist well against this man in the middle attack.

6.1.6. T A impersonation attack
An adversary may attempt impersonating as a T A after
intercepting the messages available on public channel, by
constructing a message {YT A , VT A , TT A , RIDj }. However,
constructing a valid message, an adversary needs to access
Rj parameter, i.e. Rj = h(IDj ||dT A ), which is only known
to either T A or CS j . If an adversary attempts to replay or
reconstruct the message {YT A , VT A , TT A , RIDj }, the CS j
confirms the legitimacy of the source by first decrypting
the message using Rj , and afterward checking the equality
0
for VT A 6= VT A . Hence, our scheme is protected from T A
impersonation attack.

6.1.11. Resilience against smart meter capture attack
If an adversary happens to steal a smart meter SMk and
recovers information {IDk , dk , Qk } from the smart meter’s
memory, it may compute the session key only for the current
smart meter SMk . It may not compute or extract any
session key of other smart meters in the system which
are not compromised as the values {IDk , dk , RIDk } are
unique for each smart card. Alternatively, the compromise
of any SMk does not lead to the revelation of session keys
for non-compromised smart meters. In this scenario, the
proposed scheme is resilient against this attack.

6.1.7. Offline password guessing attack
In our scheme, the adversary may not initiate offline
password guessing attack even if the former recovers all
of the smart card’s contents {d∗i , RP Wi , τi , t} using power
analysis attack [30, 31] or intercepts the message on public
channel. Since, the attacker may not recover password
P Wi from either RP Wi = h(P Wi ||IDi ||σi ||di ) or d∗i =
di ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||σi ) or Ri∗ = h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ||di ) parameters for lacking σi , IDi , di . The recovery of IDi , P Wi
and di parameters is largely dependent on the availability
of biometric factor σi , while it is hard to compute it in
polynomial amount of time. Hence, our scheme is resistant
of offline password guessing attack.

6.1.12. Session specific temporary information attack
Our scheme is secure against session specific temporary
information attack. In this scheme a session key is estab0
lished between Ui and CS j by computing skij = (αβ di ).Qj
0
and skij = (α βdj ).Qi , respectively. The session key security for the proposed scheme is resilient due to its dependency on two factors for establishing the agreed session
key, i.e. 1) the ephemeral secrets such as α or β, i.e. In
accordance with our proposed model, if temporary short
term secrets α or β or both are revealed to the adversary,
the latter will not be able to compute the session key between Ui and CS j due to absence of long term secrets as
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well. 2) The long term secrets of user such as di or dj , i.e.
According to our scheme, if the long term secrets are revealed to the adversary, the attacker may not compute the
session key between Ui and CS j due to lacking ephemeral
secrets maintained during the session. Both of these parameters are required to construct a session key, while to
compute a legitimate session key skij by employing any
one of the above mentioned factors will be a hard problem
in computational terms. Likewise, we may draw an analogous outcome regarding security of session key between Ui
and CS j of login and authentication phase. The adversary
without the knowledge of ephemeral secrets α or β, and
CS j or Ui ’s private key dj or di may not compute a valid
0
0
session key, i.e., skij = (αβ di ).Qj or skij = (α βdj ).Qi .
6.1.13. TA independent password and biometric update
phase
In our scheme, a user may modify its password as well
as biometric parameters locally without engaging T A or
CS j , contributing to low communication overhead.

as 160 bit, time stamps are taken as standard 32 bit long,
random numbers are selected with 160 bit length. SHA − 1
with 160 bit length is considered as the used hash function
in proposed protocol. The size of elliptic curve cryptosystem is fixed at 160 bit. We have considered AES − 128
as symmetric key algorithms with 128 bit block size. The
proposed scheme completes the AKA process by transmitting {RIDi , DIDj , α∗ , Ti , Vi , Xi }, {YT A , VT A , TT A , RIDj }
and {VCSj , Tj , β ∗ } with sizes {160 + 160 + 160 + 32 +
160 + 160} = 832 bits, {512 + 160 + 32 + 160} =
864 bits and {160 + 32 + 160} = 35 bits2 and the total communication cost in case of proposed scheme is
2048 bits. Please note that using a block length of 128 bits
the YT A = ERj (RIDi ||TT A ||α||h(Ri ||dT A .Xi )) parameters
costs {160 + 32 + 128 + 160} = 480 bits to accommodate
480 bits, we need 4 blocks each of 128 bits long totaling
it to 128 ∗ 4 = 512 bits. The communication cost of the
scheme of Challa et al.[1] is 1536 whereas, schemes [2, 3, 4]
are having 2528, 2272 and 2560 bits communication costs
respectively.

7. Security and Performance Comparisons

8. Conclusion

This section elaborates the security and performance
contrast of various analogous protocols of [1], [2], [3] and
[4]. The Table 3 reveals that our introduced protocol offers
invincibility against several familiar attacks. The security
comparisons are illustrated in Table 3.
The notation and the corresponding approximate running
time as mentioned in [5] is given below

• Tsc ≈ 0.0046 ms: Time to carry out symmetric encryption/decryption

This article analyzed a recent key agreement scheme
involving user and cloud server by Challa et al. as well as
its’ application in smart meter infrastructure. It is shown
that the scheme of Challa et al. is is unable to facilitate the agreement between user/smart meter and cloud
server in the presence of more than one registered users/smart meters. Moreover, their scheme lacks untraceable
anonymity and lacking the request verification on cloud
server side which can led to replay and/or denial of services attack. This article then introduced an improved
and secure scheme for facilitating key agreement between
user/smart card and cloud server. The security of the
proposed scheme is solicited using formal analysis backed
by a security features discussion. The proposed scheme
provides resistance to the known attacks on the charge of
slight increase in computation and communication costs.

• Tsh ≈ 0.0023 ms: Time to carry out one-way hash
function
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